Curlybirdjude@gmail.com
T: 415 272 3611

KALEIDOSCOPES | MANDALA PRINTS | WORKSHOPS
Judyth Greenburgh - a self described “kaleidoscope
junkie.” sees kaleidoscopes as a metaphor for life
and personal transformation.
She made the transition from
a corporate advertising art director
to a “feral artist” living in the tiny desert town
of Darwin, California in southern Inyo County.,
reclaiming what has been abandoned through
the transformative process of creating art.
Judyth creates an array of whimsical
hand-made kaleidoscopes
as well as a stunning series of art prints capturing in time momentary mandalas as seen through her varied and inventive scopes.
She also shares her passion for this art by offering
a range of workshops.

To Learn more - visit www.kaleidoscopejunkie.com

People’s Choice Award Winner at Brewsters Kaleidoscope Society
Convention 2018.

THANKYOU FOR BUYING A DJ SCOPE.
Each piece contains
1.) 2x double sided Vogue Vintage picture record (78rmp)
2.) A vintage microphone ( Carlrad DM58) converted into a 3
mirror trapezeod taleidoscope
3.) A working telescopic microphone stand with clip.
4.) Working turntable, battery or main - that you can use to
play proper records or plug in as a blue tooth speaker.
(Charger, cables, warranty & instructions included)

INSTRUCTIONS
Setting up turntable.
-Remove all the packing materials
- It can be operated without an outlet once the battery, using the plug provided
- Turntable either works as a blue tooth speaker or a record player*.
- Place Vogue Picture disc on turntable. (Each has 2 different sides to choose from)
- Switch mode to ‘turntable’ and choose speed*
- NB: The Vogue picture records play at 78rpm if you want to hear the songs
but it’s rather fast for kaleidoscope viewing.
- To go slower without listening to the sound, disengage the needle
( leaving arm on raised position) and switch to 33rpm. or just turn the table
manually to go even slower.
*See instructions for further info on turnatable features etc.
Setting up Microphone / kaleidoscope.
- Remove all packing materials.
- Assemble Microphone base, stand and clip.
- Place microphone in stand at the similar angle as shown
with eyepiece facing you (upside down to a regular microphone).
- Take care the microphonescope is secure in the stand.
- Place near the turntable and adjust height and angle so that you have
a good image through the scope.
- Switch on the player and enjoy!
What is a Vogue Record?
Vogue picture records were produced by Sav-Way Industries of Detroit, Michigan between 1946 and
1947. The discs were initially a hit, because of the novelty of the colorful artwork, and the improved
sound compared to the shellac records dominant at the time. The discs were manufactured by first
sandwiching printed illustrations around a core of aluminum, then coating both sides with clear vinyl
upon which the grooves were stamped.
The company eleased between 67 and 74 double-sided 78 rpm gramophone records. The colorful
artwork on the records and limited production have made Vogue Records a collector’s item.

